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Godly thriving leaders are precious and valuable, but developing those leaders is not
easy. Many leaders feel stuck, tired and frustrated in their growth and calling. This can
change.
In Mining for Gold, pastor and master-coach, Tom C amacho, offers a fresh perspective on
how to draw out the best in ourselves and in those around us. C utting through the
complexity and challenges of leadership development, he gives us practical and effective
tools to help leaders grow personally and develop those around them.
C oaching, through the power of the Holy Spirit, provides the clarity and momentum we
need to grow. When we get clarity, everything changes. C oaching helps us better
understand our identity in C hrist, our God-given wiring, and how we naturally bear the
most fruit.
There is gold in God’s people, waiting to be discovered. Let’s learn to draw out that
treasure and help others flourish in their life and leadership.

Sales Points
C oaching is one the hottest topics in leadership. This book draws on the best on
leadership thinking seen through the lens of scripture.
The author is the leading exponent on Kingdom C oaching and has run courses and
trained hundreds of leaders in the UK and the US.
Leadership by coaching resonates with servant-leadership, or pastoring, rather typical
leadership books.
The author will have an online facility (www.tomcomacho.org) for leaders to assess
their current leadership style and follow up on the books teaching.

Reviews
'Once in a while someone comes along with something really life changing. Tom has
touched and changed the lives of many hundreds of people with his coaching. Now you
can experience that life change with this book too. Learn how powerful coaching can
be, how to engage in it, and the transformation it can bring you. Any leader who wants
to step into more of who they are and what they are called to be, needs to read this
book.' - Jason Clark - Senior Pastor

Author Biography
Tom has a wealth of leadership experience in church planting, missions, non-profits,
military aviation, and business (General Electric). His passion is helping leaders thrive. He
is the Pastor of Blue Ridge Vineyard C hurch and the National C oaching C o-ordinator for
Multiply Vineyard. He and his wife, Beth, live in Asheville, NC .

Advertising & Promotions
Inter-Varsity Press.

This title will carry endorsements from both UK and USA Vineyard people. The author
already runs Empowered Leadership workshops across the world and has plans to
develop video course material to work alongside the book and workshops

Market
The audience for this book is the C hristian leader, both full-time and lay leadership. This
book is for
- Leaders who feel stuck and have lost their passion for serving God and making disciples.
- C hurch planters who want to pioneer new faith communities but wonder how to pull it all
together.
- Wounded and hurting leaders who wonder if God could still use them after many
setbacks and dead ends in ministry.
- Leaders of ministries in churches who have limited time and want to maximize their
work time for God’s kingdom.
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